Support a Rural Student’s Dream for a Future...

BRIDGE TO TÜRKİYE FUND
a United Nations Accredited NGO

GIVE THE GIFT OF EDUCATION

BE THE CHANGE, SUPPORT A STUDENT, GIVE HOPE, BUILD A FUTURE

BTF Map4Good Programs

www.bridgetoturkiye.org
About BTF
Bridge to Türkiye Fund is a philanthropic bridge between the United States and Turkey. BTF encourages Turkish-American donors and Friends of Turkey across the US to finance and support projects related to children’s education and health care.

Network of Compassion
Bridge to Türkiye Fund believes in participatory grassroots development by mobilizing motivated community members to apply their human capital and resources, benefiting socio-economically disadvantaged segments of Turkish Society.

Bridge to Türkiye Fund’s greatest asset is its network of dedicated volunteers, compassionate donors and strong partners on both sides of the bridge. Please consider participating and contributing to BTF’s success by sharing your time, skills and charitable giving. Become a Friend of BTF and introduce us to others who, like you, would like to invest in Turkey’s future.

Building Bridges to Under-Served Children in Turkey
BTF is a 501(c)(3), Public Charity Organization. BTF’s tax identification number is 58-2678580

Why BTF?
By supporting BTF, you too can share in our commitment to strengthen community based development projects in Turkey.

Our supporters have:
- Repaired 27 School Buildings
- Built a Girls Dormitory
- Established 175 Book Libraries
- Supported 110 Classroom IT Projects
- Furnished 168 Kindergartens with Educational Tools
- Outfitted 19,500 rural children with Winter Boots and Clothing
- Sent 5,650 Backpacks and 40,500 Turkish-English Dictionaries
- Provided 1,719 annual Scholarships to both girls and boys
- Covered Treatment Costs for children with facial burns, cleft lip-palate syndrome and childhood leukemia
- Supported children impacted by the Syrian conflict, earthquakes and other disasters

To learn more: www.bridgetoturkiye.org

BTF’s Operational Overhead is 2.0% of Total Donations (covered in full by Board of Directors’ contributions)